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Key learnings 
since March 2020

What are we learning?

What is working?

What remains to be handled?

• Equities

• Connecting

• Coping with grief and loss

• Remote learning

• Accommodations



“Learning is driven by vision.”
~ Peter Senge (2012)

Visioning Onward

Goals:

1. To understand the value of 

visioning for an  inclusive and 

equitable future

2. To learn about needs and 

best and promising practices 

for:
● Achieving Equity

● Ensuring Inclusion

● Advocating for children and 

youth



Our 8-step 
iterative 

process leads 
you through 

considerations, 
like…



Aim for Equity
• Replacing punitive consequences 

with restorative justice can help to 
build healthy relationships, repair 
harm, empower youth, and promote 
justice and equity. Schools that 
remove zero tolerance policies can 
improve equity, retention, and 
academic performance. 

• Inequity in financial and social 
capital exacerbates the fact that 
certain American schools are 
woefully underfunded, with a 
widening funding gap between 
schools and school districts along 
racial lines.

Source: Mason, et al, in press



Key Questions: 
Equity 
Consciousness

• What causes the most repercussive 
barriers to high levels of learning 
and equity?

• What is the most transformative 
element in actualizing equity 
consciousness?

• What ideology offers a vision of what 
equity-driven pedagogy should be? 
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TRANSCENDENCE

SELF-AWARENESS
HOW TO THRIVE & FLOURISH IN 

THE WORLD. 

TRANSCENDENCE SELF-TRANSCENDENCE

“Gifting” ALL Students 
HIGH INTELLECTUAL PERFORMANCES,  SELF-ACTUALIZATION, CONTRIBUTION 

Transform Self To Transform the World

Pedagogy of Confidence
The Vehicle for EQUITY CONSCIOUSNESS



CULTURAL FRAME OF REFERENCE



CULTURE

LANGUAGE

How THEY 

think the

world sees 

THEM

How THEY 

see the world COGNITION

http://www.edweek.org/ew/articles/2011/03/16/24text_ep.h30.html?tkn=WUCFPqsLPnsLc/Kw7qUuBz+j11k8BA5Q/dno&cmp=clp-sb-ascd


AFFILIATION:
● Identity

● Cultural Frames of 

Reference

● Connection

Commonalities

VALUE:
● Strengths

● Perspectives

● Experiences

INVESTMENT:
● Engagement

● Involvement &

Ownership

● Accountability

AGENCY:
● Voice

● Control & 

Purpose

● Decision-Making

Input

BELIEF

COMMUNITY OF BELONGING

EQUITY CONSCIOUSNESS



Pedagogy of Confidence®
Yvette Jackson, Ed.D. - yjackson.poc@gmail.com

7 High Operational Practices™:

All students have an innate desire for engagement, challenge, developing strengths, belonging and feeling valued. The Pedagogy of Confidence ® addresses 

this desire through its High Operational Practices ™ (HOPs) that guide culturally responsive pedagogy for equity through excellence, eliciting and nurturing high 

intellectual performances for self-actualization and personal contribution from ALL students.

1. IDENTIFYING AND ACTIVATING STUDENT STRENGTHS. Teaching that encourages students to recognize and apply their strengths releases neurotransmitters of pleasure, 

motivating students to actively participate and invest in a learning experience, set goals for their learning, and follow through with their learning for meaningful application and 

deeper development of strengths for personal agency.

2. BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS. Students fare best cognitively, socially and emotionally when they know they are liked, appreciated, valued as part of a vibrant, caring community. 

Positive relationships stimulate oxytocin, positively impacting both the motivation and the memory capacity critical for learning.

3. ELICITING HIGH INTELLECTUAL PERFORMANCE. Students crave challenges. Their intelligence flourishes when they are asked to think at high levels about complex issues, 

demonstrate what they know in creative ways, and develop useful habits of mind such as reflection, raising substantive questions for deeper understanding and thinking flexibly and 

innovatively.

4. PROVIDING ENRICHMENT. Enrichment taps students’ interests, generates strengths, expands their cognitive capacity, and guides them to apply what they know in novel 

situations for self-actualization.

5. INTEGRATING PREREQUISITES FOR ACADEMIC LEARNING. Foundation schema building activities are critical so that students have the right foundations for learning new 

information and acquiring new skills. This foundation heightens students’ understanding, competence, confidence, and motivation.

6. SITUATING LEARNING IN THE LIVES OF STUDENTS. Students perform most effectively when they can connect new learnings to what is relevant and meaningful to them.  

These connections validate their lived experiences activating the focusing of the brain through its Reticular Activating System (RAS). Without such personal connections, the new 

learnings are not likely to be retained and used effectively.

7. AMPLIFYING STUDENT VOICE. Encouraging students to voice their interests, perspectives, reflections, opinions and enabling them to make personal contributions is not only 

motivating but also builds the confidence, agency, academic language, investment, and skill students need to join wider communities of learners and doers in the world outside of 

school.



Considerations 
for Students with 
Disabilities 
During School 
Closures

In March 2020, the Department 

of Education clarified that 

during the COVID-19 stay-at-

home order, students with 

disabilities continued to be 

eligible for a free and 

appropriate public education 

that is individualized and 

designed to make appropriate 

progress.



Strategies to 
Consider in 
Educating All 
Students

According to a meta-
analysis of 114 studies, 
implementing a flipped 
classroom model showed 
modest results that could 
be applied to online 
learning.



Additional Strategies to 
Consider in Educating 
Students with 
Disabilities

• Small group and/or individual and 
systematic instruction in foundational 
academics three to five times a week. 

• Interventions that jointly target both 
academic and emotional needs. 
Providing a 5-minute anxiety strategy 
prior to a reading interventions 
improved both symptoms of anxiety 
and comprehension. 

• Adapt strategies, such as Check In 
Check Out, providing immediate 
feedback, and social coaching to 
distance learning.

• Regularly collect data, review, and use 
results to inform instruction.



Ways to Support 
Parents During Distance 
Learning

What can parents do? 

Parents can ensure children are:

✔Ready for school on-time

✔In a structured location where they 
can work on assignments

✔Able to access troubleshooting 
support around issues with technology 
by contacting the assigned district 
liaison

What can educators do?

Districts/schools can:

✔Assign a district liaison for technology

✔Ensure high-quality materials that are 
easily adapted to both online and in-
person instruction.



Rachel’s Realizations
Distance learning success

• Provide technology that meets the communication skills, self-
regulation, and physical capabilities of the student.

• Review how dependent students are on prompts and 
encourage strategies to build independence.

• Provide families with take home materials, such as workbooks, 
packets, reading books, arts and crafts materials, small white 
boards, occupational therapy materials, and checklists.

• Consider the permanent use of Google Meets and Zoom for 
Team Meetings.

• Carefully consider how many emails and texts are being sent 
home and consolidate to what is the most important.

• Consider the permanent use of distance learning for students 
who are anxious avoiders, home, or hospital-bound.

• Utilize online programs for individual pacing and progress 
monitoring.

• Consider the elimination of the current model of co-teaching, 
especially in K-5.

• Appreciate the community, families, staff, and students!



ALL MY OUR CHILDREN…A Charge To Keep

EMPOWERING FAMILIES AND ENGAGING SYSTEMS TO IMPROVE CHILDREN’S LIVES



Public Special Education in America

Highlights of the development of free public 
special education in America

WHY WHEN WHO WHAT

WHERE



Key Players in the Process

• Parents

• Children

• Teachers

• Paraprofessionals

• School and District Administrators

• Advocates

• Attorneys

• State Departments of Education



What makes 

Ms. Unique 

unique?



Disparities Across Child and Family-Serving Systems
Social Determinants

Disproportionate  
representation

Disproportionate 
Minority Contact 
(DMC)

Opportunity GapDisproportionality

Child 
Welfare

Education

Justice 
(Adult)

Juvenile 
Justice

DisparitiesDisparities

DisparitiesDisparities

Mental and 
Physical 
Health

Substance 
Use 

Housing
Food Insecurity  

Environment



Education – School Discipline, Nationally

• Black students’ suspension rate is nearly 4 times that for 
white students

• Latinx students’ suspension rate is 2.5 times that for white 
students  

• Students of color with disabilities face exclusionary discipline 
at much higher rates than their peers without disabilities.



Key Players in the Process

• Parents

• Children

• Teachers

• Paraprofessionals

• School and District Administrators

• Advocates

• Attorneys

• State Departments of Education



What must we do 

to foster equity?

OPEN FORUM



Questions 
and

Discussion



Childhood-Trauma Learning Collaborative

Contact Us

Martha Staheli, PhD

martha.staeheli@yale.edu

Join Our Work!

• C-TLC Members receive a monthly eNewsletter on schools 

and mental health, technical assistance, and opportunities to 
participate in our series of related webinars. 

• Event participants, like you, can join affinity groups and 

resource teams on our Basecamp platform.

mailto:martha.staeheli@yale.edu
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